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Wine name: Becker Landgraf Riesling
Appellation: Rheinhessen, Germany
Vintage: 2012
Bottle size: 750ml
Alcohol: 12.5% by VOL.
Case size: 12 bottle pack
Characteristics:
Pineapple, banana and cinnamon notes
swim from the glass. The clear, balanced
acidity rounds the body and grips each sip.

Food pairing:
Rieslings are by nature a very food friendly wine as the tropical fruit tones will complement a spice, salt or
pepper on fish or meat. The true delight in this wine comes as a delicious sipper before or during appetizers or
light courses. Because of the lip-smacking acidity, it will quench the thirstiest of Riesling seekers with the quality
roundness and lingering finish. Enjoy best with a leafy salad, chicken, grilled salmon. Or try with a cheese risotto
or noodle bowl.

Description:
Ever heard the saying, “do one thing and do it well?” This single Riesling is a stand-out. This motto is critical for a
winemaker that wishes to hold and stay true to the integrity of their craft. Shining through is Becker Landgraf in
this Riesling. The new 2012 vintage shows aromas of white flowers and tropical fruit. It presents the classic, racy
structure of a multi-layered Riesling that so many other shelved wines just can’t seem to match. Becker
Landgraf has tapped into the authenticity of their Riesling from the
Rheinhessen region, a quality winegrowing region in south central
Germany. They delivered this beautiful, delicate wine to us this year with
wide, open arms to again taste their Riesling that is so deliciously sipable.
As the juice-running acidity surrounds your palate, your eyes will pop in
surprise! A dry German Riesling? YES!
Rieslings in general have treated us wine lovers pretty well. It’s a delicious
grape that in its most simple form offers fresh cut green apples and a
honey-filled body. Marry this with precious vineyards, meticulous
winemaking and the Becker Landgraf vision – a pure beauty embraces
every sip.
Becker Landgraf is husband and wife team, Julia and Johannes Landgraf.
They opened in 2006 and are affectionately known as J2. They are a part
of “message in a bottle” set of winemakers who are conscience of their
roots, fearless in their creativity and confident to deliver delicious wine in its
most natural and elegant form.
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